Bring the troops home!
End the Occupation now!
Bush and Blair are in terrible trouble over Iraq.
Resistance to the occupation is growing everywhere. The Iraqi
forces fighting against the occupiers are estimated at
200,000. Among the armed forces in the UK and the US
there is increasing anger that they have been dragged into an
illegal and dirty war.
The Iraqi elections will not give real power to the Iraqi
people. All key decisions will still be made by US
appointees. Critical news media like Al-Jazeera are shut
down or expelled. The US has imposed a neo-liberal constitution on the Iraqis which is non-negotiable. State
enterprises are being sold off to American corpora-

Demonstrate

tions at bargain basement prices.
In Britain, opinion polls show feelings against the war are
higher than ever - between 55-70% against - compared to an average of 45% around February 15th 2003. Millions who reluctantly
supported the war are now feeling deceived and betrayed by Blair.
Blair’s government have now spent £6 Billion of our money
on their illegal war. Compare that to the sums made available for
the Tsunami relief operation. We don’t want our resources devoted to further destruction.
Join the demonstration on March 19th, international anti-war
day, to demand an end to this illegal occupation. No more
killing in our name!

Wandsworth Public Meeting
George Galloway and Babar Ahmad’s wife will speak at
Lola Jones Suite, Tooting Leisure Centre,off Garratt Lane.
On Sunday 13th March, at 5.00pm.
Call 0776 154 0718 for more details.

Saturday 19 March Central London 1pm
Stop the War Coalition, CND and the Muslim Association of Britain www.stopwar.org.uk 020 7278 6694 office@stopwar.org.uk
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